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Guest Editorial for the Special Issue on Self-optimizing Cognitive Radio Technologies 
Conventional static spectrum allocation policy faces spectrum paucity to gratify the ever-increasing 
demand for higher data rates at an ever-decreasing cost per unit datum in future-generation wireless 
communication systems. Cognitive radio (CR) is emerging as the dominant solution for the scarce spectrum 
in the near future since CR has the ability to provide high bandwidth to wireless users via heterogeneous 
wireless networks and dynamic spectrum access techniques. Since in CR systems, unlicensed users hunt for 
spare spectrum intermittently used by licensed users in an opportunistic manner, there exists ample space 
for self-optimization with the advent of large-scale heterogeneous networks (HetNets). However, the 
biggest challenges awaiting for CR networks are generated by factors like the ever-increasing complexity of 
network architecture, configuration and management, large-scale dynamicity, the unstable nature of the 
available spectrum, dissimilar quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of various users, and the escalating 
complications of centralized control for cognitive users from diverse networks. Hence extensive measures 
have to be developed to deal with the aforementioned challenges in order to maximize the ‘take home pay’ 
of CR technologies. Self-optimizing technologies for cognitive users are of paramount interest in this 
context. 
The goal of this PHYCOM special issue is to present original research contributions to address the 
aforementioned challenges and advance the design of self-optimizing CR technologies. 
Cooperative sensing is seen as a way to improve the performance of wireless devices by improving the 
radio bandwidth utilization and minimizing interference among wireless devices. In cooperative spectrum 
sensing, several nodes sense the spectrum and share this information to achieve a better understanding of 
the spectrum usage. The contribution by Andrea Abrardo, Marco Martalò, and Gianluigi Ferrari offers 
cognitive cooperative schemes to sense the frequency spectrum and estimate the idle subchannels which 
can be used by the cognitive users without interfering the primary network. The sensing correlation among 
the cognitive users is exploited to improve the reliability of the decision, taken by a secondary fusion centre 
(FC), on the occupation status (by a node of the primary network) of each subchannel. In this context, an 
expression is derived for the mutual information between the occupation status and the observations at 
the FC. Then, optimal fusion rules, with and without the knowledge of the positions of the nodes, are 
derived and the missed detection and false alarm probabilities are computed to obtain system receiver 
operating characteristic curves. Both approaches indicate a significant performance improvement in terms 
of the network-wise probabilities of missed detection and false alarm at the secondary FC when knowledge 
of the nodes' positions is available at the secondary FC. 
Further on cooperative sensing, the contribution by Tahir Akram, Tim Esemann, and Horst Hellbrück, titled 
“Cooperative Spectrum Sensing Protocols and Evaluation with IEEE 802.15.4 Devices”, provides cooperative 
sensing results from a system point of view covering protocols to collect sensing results and select 
cooperative nodes in dynamic radio environment of the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band. The authors present 
and implement protocols and applications for primary, secondary and cooperative users with a dedicated 
control channel. Thereby, the secondary user receiver serves as a first cooperative node in the system, 
which reduces collisions between primary and secondary users. The system performance is evaluated with 
receiver sensing and additional cooperative nodes. In addition, a mechanism to extend the protocol for 
multiple secondary users sharing the same control channel has also been proposed. Based on the 
evaluations, recommendations are made for the usage of cooperative sensing with primary focus on IEEE 
802.15.4. 
On the algorithmic side of self-optimizing networks, the paper by Ahsan Adeel, Hadi Larijani, and Ali 
Ahmadinia presents a novel decision making framework for CR networks. The traditional continuous 
process of sensing, analysis, reasoning, and adaptation in a cognitive cycle has been divided into two levels. 
In the first level, the process of sensing and adaptation runs over the radio transmission hardware during 
run-time. In the second level, the process of analysis and reasoning runs in the background in offline mode. 
This arrangement offloads the convergence time and complexity problem of reasoning process during run-
time. For implementation of the first level, a random neural network (RNN) based controller trained on an 
open loop case based database on the cloud has been designed. For the second level, a genetic algorithm 
based reasoning and an RNN based learning has been developed. The proposed framework is used to 
address the uplink power control problem of long-term evolution systems. It has been shown that the RNN 
based scheme can achieve comparable results with faster adaptation compared to the artificial neural 
network based and existing fractional power control based schemes, even subject to severe environment 
changes without the need of retraining. 
Finally, the routing problem in multihop CR ad hoc networks (CRAHNs) has been addressed in the 
contribution by Surajit Basak and Tamaghna Acharya. The goal is to protect the primary user’s interest by 
minimizing the interference it experiences due to imperfect spectrum sensing at the secondary users, 
which may lead to possible missed detection of the primary user’s presence and subsequent transmissions 
by the secondary users for supporting any on-going routing session in the network. A second objective is to 
maximize end-to-end secondary user data rate in an integrated framework. Unlike many popular 
interference management solutions in CR networks, focusing only on transmit power control, the authors 
adopt a cross-layer approach. The cross-layer approaches are expected to find important applications in 
wireless networks, especially for supporting multimedia applications. It is shown that an efficient 
interference minimizing opportunistic path selection scheme in CRAHNs can be designed by adapting the 
route selection metric with the spectrum sensing statistics (of the available primary user channels) at the 
secondary users and variation of the secondary users’ transmission power requirement to meet some 
predefined QoS constraint of the secondary users in the network. 
In the long run, we expect that these papers would provide constructive thoughts on forthcoming research 
and developments focused on self-optimizing CR technologies as well as help to curve progressive paths on 
future wireless communications technologies. 
As a closing note, we would like to thank all the authors for their valuable contributions and considering 
this special issue as a platform to publish their novel research outcomes in the area of self-optimizing CR 
technologies. This special issue would have not been possible without the high-quality feedback received 
from the diligent reviewers whom we wish to thank sincerely for their volunteer effort and devotion. 
Finally, we would like to express the appreciation of the Guest Editorial team to the Editor-in-Chief and the 
Staffs supporting PHYCOM for encouraging, reviewing, and facilitating the processing of this special issue. 
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